
Glossary
of teaching strategies and learning skills

Agents of rebuttal
Method used in American Debating. Additionally to a traditional pro/con debate, agents of 
rebuttal are given space for refuting or disproving an argument used during a discussion. Each 
of the contesting sides is allowed two rebuttals (Gegenbeweis, Widerlegung) to liven up the 
argument. Agents of rebuttal must be well informed and punchy. No match for a weak heart!

Crib sheet
A piece of paper that contains notes or information to help you remember something, 
especially one used for cheating during an examination (German = Spickzettel).

Direct Instruction
A teaching strategy based on presentations by the teacher before involving your class in 
group- or other individual activities. The advantage is that you are given worked examples 
before you have to work on your own tasks. Not identical with “teacher talking, students 
listening”.

Gallery walk (aka group puzzle)
After working in groups (of 4 or 5), one group member presents a poster with the results of 
their group in a corner of the classroom, to be followed by the other group results. For the 
ensuing gallery walk, groups will be composed in a different way: each new group will at least 
have one expert for the respective poster. All students walk from one poster to the next (the 
gallery), whereas one expert remains with the poster of his own group to present contents and 
answer questions. Finally, all “experts” join their original groups and report on other students’ 
reactions. Takes some time but is great fun!

Inside-outside circle (ball bearing – Kugellager)
You work with a partner or in a learning tandem. The classroom seating is arranged in an inner 
and an outer circle, with partners facing each other and dealing with the issue/question/
project at hand. After a limited time, the circle moves clockwise inside and anti-clockwise 
outside, so that new tandems come into being. In this way new ideas and solutions can be 
discussed, afterwards a report on the results in plenary is necessary. Ideal learning strategy to 
revise vocabulary, deal with homework and solve grammar questions.

Jigsaw Reading/Listening
Activities based on an expert/home grouping. Each group gets a different set of information (to 
read or to listen to) in which you become ‘experts’. After you are done with the tasks you 
regroup in a second step, share your information with members of your new, mixed group and 
listen to others’ information. In a third step, you rejoin your original group and report on your 
findings.
Example: If you are collecting factual information, each group will have a section of a report. 
One group may have information about the habitat of an animal, one about its feeding habits, 
another about what it looks like. This activity is then about sharing information and putting it 
together. It provides a context for developing your summarising skills, since each group of 
experts must decide on the key points you are later going to share with others. There are some 
similarities to the Gallery Walk.
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Mediation
Does not mean translation at all – the idea is to transform information or messages from one
language into another – usually from German into English, in order to enable somebody not
fluent in that particular language to understand a certain content. So, every mediation needs
an addressee and a context. You can proceed in three steps:
1. Situation: What kind of context does the communication at hand have? Who is talking/

writing to whom and why? What text type (email, restaurant menu, advertisement, report)
is to be transferred into the other language?

2. Rendering: Will you speak or write? What kind of information does the person you address
need? Are there special questions to be addressed? How can you make sure that the
content gets across successfully?

3. Selecting and paraphrasing: Identify the necessary information in the original. What
aspects (culturally distinct or different) need to be explained in some detail? How can you
express the relevant information in English, for instance by paraphrasing? What can be left
out?

Peer-group correction
Students check on their own writings and those of their tandem partners or other classmates
in a structured process, correcting language mistakes and looking for good and convincing
content. The aim is not to find as many mistakes as possible swivelling your red pen! Rather,
feedback is friendly and supportive and enables second and better drafts of writing. If in
doubt, consult your teacher or discuss issue in plenary. This strategy needs some prior
experience.

Pictionary
Sometimes also called “power dictionary” – uses a combination of pictures and other visuals
with explanations of new words and/or phrases. You can get started by finding pictures to
illustrate any of the word banks, or you start the other way round and make a collection of
pictures/visuals, including cartoons, to then find definitions and connected explanations. The
combination of pictures and word explanations not only enhances learning of new voca-
bulary, but also help organize new language in everyday domains like “in town” – “in the
countryside” – “on mountains” – “at the seaside” – “sports” – “leisure time” etc. Available
topics are almost without limit, and you can later draw on your own collection. From time to
time, invite your teacher to have a look in terms of correct language and appropriate visuals.

Placemat activity
In groups of four, you use a large sheet of paper and draw lines as shown below. On this
placemat each group member writes down answers to the question at hand (only use key
words). No discussion involved at this stage. In a second step, you negotiate which common
solution is entered in the centre of the placemat.

answers

answers solution answers

answers
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Podcast – in ten steps:
1. Prepare software (garage band, e. g. http://garageband.soft32.com/free-download/; last

accessed April 2016) and hardware (smart phone) and revise your IT skills.
2. Decide on purpose, target group and publication; give your podcast a telling name.
3. Brainstorm topics in groups.
4. For script/content production, work in tandems and compare results in plenary.
5. In a draft system, write rough scripts.
6. As in a play rehearsal, practice recording the content a few times.
7. Selection of music and other sound effects like animal calls or nature noises should fit in

with your topic.
8. Record the content.
9. Edit recording using appropriate software (like in 1).
10. Post podcast to designated location (school radio, website etc) and advertise podcast

availability to your peers.

Reciprocal Teaching
In a 4-step-approach you can fine tune your reading comprehension and interact with your
peers and/or teacher. In groups of four, you can subdivide a given text into say three parts and
then you would take the role of questioner, summariser, clarifyer and predictor. This is what
you do:
1. Questioning: team member No 1 is posing questions on the text from simple to complex;
2. Summarising: No 2 is doing an oral summary of the text using precision and correction;
3. Clarifying: No 3 is explaining difficult text passages with evaluation in your group;
4. Predicting: No 4 is guessing what the next text part will be about by complementing and

informed guessing.

It is part of Direct Instruction with the teacher as activator and not facilitator; scaffolding will
be needed and you should arrange this activity as a role play. In this way you become your own
teacher eventually (based on Hattie 2009, Visible Learning).

Six notions of Scaffolding
Scaffolding gives you structure in working on tasks, following six steps or notions:

6 notions of scaffolding tools for scaffolding
What is the context of the given task?
Which issues or problems are to be solved?

Using a worksheet compass;
select and negotiate.

Study challenging texts and other (digital)
materials.

You discover and explore or research the
issue/problem.

What are success criteria? How can you show
you have solved the problem?

Using teacher-student dialogue;
implementing formative (during the task) and
summative (after the task) feedback.

Entering task cycle 1 (guided learning). Using task verbs (Operatoren);
breaking task in smaller, manageable parts,
using think-alouds and verbalizing thought
process, cues and prompts, modelling and
worked examples, skimming & scanning;
focus on form (aka form follows function).
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6 notions of scaffolding tools for scaffolding
Entering task cycle 2 (experiential learning). Activating your background knowledge;

engaging in cooperative team work, dialogue
among peers;
research and self-assessment;
reflecting the learning process.

Winding up and transfer. Follow up in a target activity: putting together
what you have learned;
presentation of results;
summative assessment.

You can also be guided by three basic questions, working like a compass:
Where am I going? How am I going? Where to next?

Skimming and Scanning
Skimming is used to get an overview of the text at hand. You do not need to understand every
detail and can often ignore words unknown to you. Just write down key words to understand
the gist (Kernaussage).
Scanning is a technique useful for finding special information in a text. Like in a computer
scan, you may search the text for key words or particular details. They enable you to focus on
the required information and make quick reading possible.

Think-pair-share
A universal learning strategy to replace older forms of teaching like the infamous “question-
answer-question” chains in a teacher centred classroom. It allows youmore time for your own
thinking, cooperative learning and plenary negotiation; it also gives you more speaking time.
The three steps are:
1. think: You work on your own and deal with the issue at stake first by yourself; could be a

problem, the start of a project, even some grammar item. Cues from your teacher would be
for you to spend a few minutes on brainstorming, think about the question . . ., jot down
some ideas.

2. pair: With a partner you swop the results of your think-phase and then negotiate a joint
version to be presented to the whole group. Discuss ideas and collect them on a list.

3. share: You summarise and share your results with your class. Feedback is given in a friendly
and supportive way, rather than picking on mistakes.

Word bank (aka electronic dictionary)
Not allowed in every classroom; but if available (e. g. as “dictionary – dict.cc” or “linguee”) very
fast tool on your smart phone to establishmeaning. In the case of linguee, additionally to your
usual definitions and explanations of words, you will find lots of examples of how to use a
particular word in context (aka language corpus). The advantages of eds, apart from finding
unknown words in high speed, are that you can easily scroll down for further meaning, find
abbreviations, switch languages and download contents to add to your word banks.
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Writing Multiple-Choice Questions (aka quiz)
In the Learning Network (New York Times Lesson Plans (http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/
category/lesson-plans/?_r=0; last accessed April 2016) very often there is a focus on academic
skills, one of them – in best American teaching and testing tradition – being multiple choice
questions; but this time you are the one to write these questions and the others to answer
them.
Writing questions for each other is a great way to learn about new subjects, get some practice
in doing quizzes and get familiar with the testing process. You become aware of how tests are
constructed and by working together in a group you get immediate feedback, become more
involved in the learning process and more comfortable with tests.
Good multiple-choice questions have the following:

a stem, presenting the question to be answered by students or the problem at hand;
three incorrect answers, or distractors to the question or problem in the stem;
one correct response called the key;
four total possible answers to the question labelled A, B, C and D.
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Where can you go with Ansett?

Name the capital of Queensland.

What does the Great Barrier Reef
mainly consist of?

What is the Australian currency?

Which bird on the Australian crest cannot

fly, but has very large eggs?

What was the first name of Australia’s

most famous (German) ecologist in the

19th century?

The name of the route on the Southern

Ocean, famous for many shipwrecks?

In this town, in northern Victoria, 

many German settlers started a new life

in Australia.

Aborigines the first settlers in 

Australia are called…?

In reality, Melbourne Gaol used 

to be a big…?

This animal only looks like a teddy bear.

If you wanted to find gold in Australia,

you needed a lot of…?

This city is the capital of Victoria.

Down under everything seems to 

be upside down: Where is the warmest 

place on the continent? 

Something special will happen in Sydney

in the year 2000.

Lovely stamps of kangaroos and coalas

are available from?

Why is Qantas spelled without a u?

What do Internet addresses in 

Australia end with?

“Aussie” 
Snakes and

Ladders

“Aussie” 
Snakes and

Ladders

✂

A..............

B..............

C..............

D..............

E ..............

F...............

G..............

H..............

I ...............

J ...............

K ..............

L ..............

M.............

N..............

O..............

P...............

Q..............

Final Question

A.. . . . . . . .

Australia has its own football – played according
to Australian National Rules (“Aussie” Rules). And
we have our own Snakes and Ladders game 
SETTLEMENT.

Age: 6 to 96
Number of players: one to six
You need up to six markers, one dice and 
event cards.

The aim of the game is, of course, to reach
Melbourne Gaol first, where you are invited to a
free virtual tour of Victoria’s capital (the internet
address is important for the final question). But
don’t get it wrong! As in ordinary Snakes and
Ladders you go down under or up over . If 
you score six you can throw the dice again – but
only once. You then move the number of points
shown on the dice.

Part of the fun is to push out the other player
when you land on their number. They then have to
start at the beginning again.

Landing on one of the event spaces can either
be good or bad for you. If you know the correct
answer to the event questions (from A to Q), you
can move on ten more numbers. If you land on the
final event space you go straight to Melbourne
Gaol. A wrong answer means you have to miss a
turn.

Before you start, read the AUSTRALIA Text
carefully. Then you will know the answers to the
questions on the event cards (most of them,
anyway). TIP: The first letters are given on 
the back of the cards. Once the event cards are
finished on the stack, reshuffle them and use them
again. 

And now have fun! And remember – if you
never never go, you will never never know!

Bitte schneiden Sie die event cards zeilen-
weise aus, knicken sie um und kleben sie
zusammen. Sie erhalten so 18 Karten, die auf
der Vorderseite einen Buchstaben haben und
auf der Rückseite eine Frage.
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✂
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